Untangling
the Web of
the Future
Natarajan Chandrasekaran, CEO and Managing Director at Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS), considers the challenges inhibiting the
internet, from cyber crime to the surge of data traffic
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The focus in 2016 should be to take this

indicated that 80 per cent of companies
across all major industries have started
planning or executing IoT initiatives and
are making large investments.
This will drive a faster and more
pronounced evolution of the internet
than ever before. I recently hosted one
Swedish politician, Carl Bildt, at the TCS
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world

forward by evolving regional and national
digital strategies that move towards a
more homogenous global governance
of the internet. There also needs to be
a renewed focus on attracting business
investment for building supporting
digital infrastructure, lifting barriers for
cross-border business and partnerships
to bridge the growing digital skills gap.
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regulated and protected at a fragmented
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government. Hence it needs to be
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Nations or a World Trade Organisation.

sustained public-private dialogue.
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Unlike various other public goods, what
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